Phosphorus speciation in sewage sludge and the sludge-derived biochar by a combination of experimental methods and theoretical simulation.
Sewage sludge is an inevitable byproduct from municipal wastewater treatment processes and conversion of sewage sludge into high value-added biochar is an effective strategy for resource utilization of sewage sludge. The characterization on P speciation is important to control the practical applications and environmental behavior of the sewage sludge and its derived biochar. The mobility and bioavailability of P is closely related to its speciation, but knowledge gap in P speciation is still existed which needs to be narrowed by a systematic study including existing experimental methods and techniques as well as theoretical prediction. To achieve a comprehensive understanding of P speciation, this study conducted a series of research combining conventional fractionation of P with consideration of major concomitant elements (Al, Ca, Fe), advanced analytical techniques (solution and solid-state 31P nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray diffraction (XRD)), and theoretical simulation with respect to solubility of major elements in different acid-base extractants. Results showed that Ca and Fe were dominantly extracted by HCl whereas P and Al were both NaOH- and HCl-soluble. Inorganic orthophosphates were detected as predominant molecular configurations of P from solution 31P NMR spectra, while the existence of calcium and aluminum orthophosphates was revealed by solid-state 31P NMR. Moreover, the poor-crystalline AlPO4 mineral was further evidenced by XRD patterns of the sewage sludge and biochar. Finally, a theoretical simulation of P-containing minerals was performed on the basis of results above, which suggested the existence of variscite/berlinite and amorphous Ca3(PO4)2 in the sludge and biochar. This study does not only explore the P speciation in the sewage sludge and its derived biochar, but also provides a methodology for further research on P speciation. Through the intensive study on the environmental behavior of P, this work might further contribute to the fundamental knowledge basis for the recycle of P during integrate waste management.